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Recently proposed novel concept of a spherical stellarator (P. E. Moroz, “Spherical stellarator
configuration,” to appear in Phys. Rev. Lett) is enhancedby adding the plasma current to the
otherwisepure stellarator system.The coil configuration of this ultra low aspectratio systemdiffers
from that of a spherical tokamak by inclination of external parts of the toroidal field coils. It is
shown that the configuration considered possessesmany attractive properties, including: wide
flexibility of operating regimes, compact design and coil simplicity, good accessto the plasma,
closed vacuum flux surfaceswith large enclosedvolume, significant external rotational transform,
strong magnetic well, and a high plasmap [p(O) m excessof 30%] equilibrium. It is shown that the
bootstrapeffect in a sphericalstellarator,in principle, can supply the full plasmacurrent required for
the high-p equilibrium. 0 1996 American Institute of Physics. [SlO70-664X(96)03508-2]

I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous operation of a future thermonuclearreactor
is probably absolutely necessaryto make electricity production cost lessthan the other nonfusion methods.At the same
time. the reactor has to be compact and as simpleas possible
(to keep construction and operation costs low), and have a
modular designfor convenient replacementof its part during
exploitation in thermonuclear conditions. It has to be economical as well, which meansoperation at high p (p is the
ratio of thermal plasmaenergy to the magnetic field energy).
Tokamaksand stellaratorsare presently two leading systemsin the magnetic confinement fusion program. The largest devicesfor magnetic plasmaconfinementpresently existing are tokamaks [the largest are the Joint European Torus
(JET),’ the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR),2 and the
Japan Tokamak (JT-60)3]. Tokamak operationswith tritium
plasmascarried out in TFTR2 and JET’ demonstratedsignilicant fusion energy output. However, tokamaks are intrinsically pulsed devices, where pulse duration dependson the
maximum magnetic flux produced by the Ohmic current
transformer.For tokamak operation in a steady-stateregime,
significant additional power is required for current drive
(CD) via neutral beam injection (NBI) or via r-f techniques
(RFCD). Regardingthe fusion reactor, operation of theseadditional CD systemsmight increase significantly the total
cost of electricity production. For a traditional pulsed
tokamak-reactor scheme,there are also some other typical
factors contributing to the cost increase.suchas lossesof the
magneticenergy stored during the discharge,and the necessity for additional power required for the Ohmic transformer
recharging.
There is, in principle, another approach to continuous
tokamak operation: the ac regime in tokamaks.4-7In this
regime the Ohmic current direction is changedperiodically.
However, this regime can be fully beneficial only if the
plasmais not lost at current reversal. Although the experimentson a small tokamak, STOR- 1M,” have been encourag“‘Electronic
Phys.
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ing and demonstratedan electron density of at least 2X IO’*
cmM3, similar experiments on a large tokamak, JET,’ found
that plasmaionization wasfully lost during the dwell time at
current reversal. To enhancethe ac regime of operation, the
novel concept of a stellarator-tokamak hybrid called
“stelIamak”8-‘0 has been recently proposed.In a stellamak,
the plasmacan be confined during the current reversal phase
via the stellarator propertiesof the device.
Another main type of devices for controlled nuclear fusion are stellarators,” which are intrinsically steady-statedevices. Stellarators are presently somewhat behind in their
development in comparison with tokamaks. Nevertheless,
large stellarator devices are presently under construction in
Japan [Large Helical Device (LHD)‘*] and in Germany
[Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X)r3]. Normally stellarators feature
the large aspect ratio, A >lO. The projection of a standard
stellarator to reactor parametersleadsto a very large device
with the major radius of around 25 m. Becausethe compact
stellarator configuration is very attractive for a reactor design, a number of publications have addressedcompact stelIarator issues.“-*8 The lowest aspect ratio stellaratorsever
built are the Compact Helical System (CHS)14and the Compact Auburn Torsatron (CAT)15 which have A-5. Even the
stellaratorswith Ae7.5 such as the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF)‘9s20or LHD are calledi low aspectratio stellarators. Standard stellaratorsfeature complicated (and difficult
to accurately manufactureand assemble)helical windings or
complicatedsetsof different three-dimensionalcoils (for the
modular coil approach).Becauseof the relatively small distance between the neighboring coils, the plasma accessin
modular stellarators is also usually very limited. The accuracy of assemblyhas to be very high: Slight mistakesin the
assemblycan introduce significant island structuresand disturbancesto the magnetic surfaces.This is especially important problem for the relatively low aspectratio stellarators.
Recently, strong interest hasemergedfor a very compact
tokamak design, where a single central stack replaces the
central parts of all toroidal coils. These low aspect ratio
(LAR) tokamaks with A = 1.5-2.5 or ultra low aspect ratio
(ULAR) tokamaks,with A = 1.05- 1.5, are promising for obO/$1 0.00
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taining plasma with a high number density and high p in a
device of moderate size and relatively low magnetic field.
Good plasma access is another advantage of these configurations. The LAR or ULAR tokamaks are also often called
spherical tokamaks (ST). The first results reported from the
spherical tokamaks. START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak) at Culham”,**
and Current Drive ExierimentUpgrade CDX-U23524 were very promising. In addition to the
relatively high p obtained, low plasma disruptivity has been
reported.2’,24 Because of this initial success, the program on
spherical tokamak is quickly extending and a number of proposals for construction of the new ST devices have appeared
[for example, in the USA these are NSTX (National Spherical Tokamak Experiment),25 .USTX (University
Spherical
Tokamak Experiment),26 and PEGASUS27].
Some difficulties of the ST program are related to the
fact that because of tight space for the Ohmic current transformer, it cannot support the inductive current for long time,
and other noninductive current drive methods (such as
RFCD or NBI) have to be used to maintain the plasma current beyond the initial Ohmic start-up. At the same time, as it
is well known (see, for example, Refs. 2529), that many
standard rf current drive techniques, such as lower hybrid
current drive (LHCD) or electron cyclotron current drive
(ECCD), are problematic for the use in ST because of severe
accessibility problems at the high plasma density and low
magnetic field regimes typical for ST. The main noninductive CD methods presently proposed2’-29 for ST are the
neutral beam current drive (NBCD) and fast wave current
drive (FWCD) at high ion cyclotron harmonic, ~+=a,.~, regime (HHFW-high
harmonic fast wave). Details of HHFW
analysis have been presented in Ref. 28. Because of the low
aspect ratio of ST, the trapped particle effects play a strong
role, and both, NBCD and FWCD, although possible, are
still difficult and tricky.
Another set of potential problems of the ST approach, as
a next-step device or especially as a prototype for the fusion
reactor, are related to the fact that there is not enough space,
between the central stack and the plasma edge to protect the
stack from the intense fluxes of heat, particles, and neutrons
that can quickly damage the stack.
Recently, a similar LAR or ULAR approach has been
proposed30,3’ but, in contrast with the above mentioned tokamak systems, for stellarator configurations. Such stellarators have been called the spherical stellarators (SS) in analogy with the spherical tokamaks. In the SS devices
considered, similar to that in ST, there was a single central
stack replacing the internal parts of the toroidal field coils or
helical coils of the standard stellarator. It was shown that the
proposed systems possess many attractive properties including: very compact modular design and coil simplicity, good
access to the plasma, closed vacuum flux surfaces with large
enclosed volume, significant external rotational transforms, a
strong magnetic well, and a simple toroidally symmetric divertor configuration. Moreover, it was found that in SS systems with a divertor, despite the ultra low aspect ratio.
enough spaceis available between the central stack and the
plasmasurfaceto install a blanket and protect the stack from
the intensefluxes of particles. heat and neutrons.
3056
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FIG. I. Perspective view of a spherical stellarator (SS) with six TF coils.
Shown are the coil system and the last closed flux surface.

The presentpaper can be viewed as an extension of our
previous consideration30,3’of SS configurations to the regimes with plasmacurrent. It was found that the addition of
the plasmacurrent improves someof the important features
of SS. A high-p equilibrium [p(O) in excessof 30%] in this
system has been found as well, thus making the configuration considereda very attractive candidatefor a future thermonuclear reactor. It is also shown that the strong bootstrap
current in SS can fully support high-p equilibrium. While
this paper was under review, further results have been obtained for LAR stellarator or tokamak-stellarator hybrid
configurations.32
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the coil
configuration and the magnetic field properties of the SS
systemare presentedbriefly. The difference from the SS system consideredhere and presentedin Refs. 30 and 31 is that
there the results for a configuration with the divertor coils
were given. Here, we do not addressthe subjectof a divertor
but insteadfocus on the effects of the plasmacurrent. In Sec.
III, many unusualfeaturesof the SS magnetic field structure
are discussed.In Sec. IV, the effects of the plasmacurrent on
the magnetic field configuration in SS are presented.Plasma
equilibrium with the current is calculated via the VMEC
code.33-35The high-p equilibrium properties of SS are demonstrated as well. In Sec. V, the effects of the bootstrap current in SS are presented.Finally, the discussionand main
conclusionsare given in Sec. VI.

II. THE COIL
STELLARATOR

SYSTEM

OF A SPHERICAL

The SS device, as it was proposedin Refs. 30 and 31,
can be obtained from the correspondingST configuration by
rotating the top parts of the toroidal field (TF) coils relative
to their bottom parts, over the toroidal angle Acp.Thus the
external parts of the modified TF coils are inclined (seeFig.
! ). Good resultswere obtained for Acp=r/N, where N is the
number of TF coils in ST. In some sense,this type of SS
configuration is simi!ar to a device with inclined coils dePaulE. Moroz

for the last closedflux surface. Our definition of aspectratio,
A, is somewhatdifferent from its usualdefinition usedby the
stellarator community. Usually, the plasmaaspectratio, A,],
is defined (see, for example, Ref. 16) by the relation,
A,=RoI(r,),
where R,, is the major radius of the helical
field winding. For SS, R, should be replaced, probably, by
the average major radius of the TF coil. The parameter,A,, ,
is not convenient for usein SS, becausethe plasmalocation
can be significantly different (near the central stack, or in the
oppositecase,at larger major radii, near the inclined parts of
the TF coils) but still have the same(r,), and hence, the
sameA,.
L

X,m
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but the top view is given.

scribed in our recent publications,8-10,36
but correspondsto
the ultra low aspectratio. Similar to a device with inclined
coils, the SS of the type consideredrequiresa set of poloidal
field (PF) coils to compensatefor the vertical magnetic field
producedby the inclined parts. The SS configuration with six
TF coils (modified as describedabove) is shown in Fig. 1.
The last closed flux surface can be seen as well. The top
view of SS is given in Fig. 2. As in any other stellarator, the
magnetic flux surfaces in SS are three-dimensional(3-D).
The vertical cross section of the device and the last closed
flux surface are presentedin Fig. 3. The coil projections are
given, so that the particular dimensions,chosenfor this example, can be readily seen.Three different crosssectionsfor
the last closedflux surfaceare shown: at toroidal anglescp=O
(solid curve), 7~/2N (dash), rr/N (dot-dash). Toroidal angle
~‘0 correspondsto the cross section where the outboard
inclined part of the TF coil crossesthe equatorial plane.
We use the following definition of the plasma aspect
ratio in SS: A = (R,,, + R,,,i,,)/2p,, , where prnax
=(ry). Here, a symbol ( ) meansaveraging over the poloidal, 6, and toroidal, cp.angles. The value of t-,(6,(p) is the
minor radius on the last closed flux surface for given (8,9),
and R,,, , Rmi,,are the maximum and minimum major radii

X,m
FIG. 3. Vertical cross-section of the SS device of Fig. 1. Shown are the coil
projections and the cross sections for the last closed flux surface at toroidal
angles q=O (solid curve), 7r/2N (dash), and n/N (dot-dash).
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III. MAGNETIC
STELLARATOR

FIELD

PROPERTIES

OF A SPHERICAL

Spatial variation of the magneticfield strength, IBI , is of
importance for plasma confinement as well as auxiliary
plasmaheating in a device. In a tokamak, (BI mainly dependsonly on the major radius, and does not dependon the
toroidal angle, cp.Thus the IBI contour lines are close to the
vertical lines. In a stellarator with a strong helical component, a saddlepoint of IBI appearsin the poloidal crosssection (see, for example, Ref. 37). The behavior of (BI in SS
combinesfeatures of a tokamak and a stellarator.
Closedvacuum magnetic flux surfacescalculated for SS
by the field line tracing are shown in Fig. 4 for different
poloidal cross sections at toroidal angles: cp=O, cp=rr/2N,
and cp=r/N. All flux surfacesare presentedby their Poincari
plots, except the last closedflux surfacewhere the neighboring points are connected,to make the boundary more clearly
visible. One can seethat it is convenient to divide each flux
surface into two parts-the external (outboard) and internal
(inboard). The internal parts of the flux surfaces do not
change their shape with the change of the toroidal angle,
which is a typical characteristic of a tokamak. By contrast,
the external parts change significantly with the toroidal
angle, similar to a typical stellarator.
Similar combination of the tokamak and stellarator features can be seenin Fig. 5 showing IB( distribution in the
poloidal cross section, again, at different toroidal angles:
cp=O, cp=r/2N, and cp=~/N. At small major radii, the IBl
contours are given by the vertical lines and do not depend
substantially on the toroidal angle, similar to a tokamak, but
at the larger major radii, IB! hasclear stellarator features: /B!
varies significantly with the toroidal angle and has a saddle
point at the cp=Ocross section.
Variation of jB/ on a given flux surface and along the
magneticfield line is of primary interest for particle transport
analysis.‘s-‘I Although we do not present the transport
analysishere, the distributions of IBI along field lines and on
given flux surfacesare shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively,
for the last closedflux surface,p=pmax, the middle flux surface at p=OSp,,,, and the flux surface near the magnetic
axis, p=0.05pmn*.
From Fig. 6(c) one can seethat, near the magnetic axis
(p=O.O5p,,,). the leading harmonics.with II =6 (corresponding to the number of TF coils) are much stronger than the
toroidally symmetrical harmonic with in= 1. II =O. Here, 111
and n are. respectively, the poloidal and toroidal mode numPaul E. Moroz
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FIG. 5. Distribution
for IBj for different poloidal cross sections: (a) cp=O, (b)
cp=?r/2N, (c) cp=?r/N. The value of B, corresponds to the bold curve, AB is
the difference between the adjacent corner lines. Solid lines correspond to
and dashed to IBI<B,.
The last closed flux surface is shown as
IBI’Bo,
well.
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FIG. 4. Vacuum flux surfaces in SS at different cross sections. (a) cp=O, (b)
cp= d2N,
(c)
cp= z/N. AI1 flux surfaces are presented by their Poincar6
plots, except the last closed flux surface where the neighboring
points are
connected.

bers. This is a typical result for a stellarator with a helical
magnetic axis. By contrast, for the last flux surface, p=pma,
[Fig. 6(a)], the toroidal harmonics with n=O are stronger
than other harmonics, and ]BI variation is close to that in a
tokamak. The case of p=O.Sp,,,, corresponds to the intermediate case when toroidal and helical harmonics are the same
order of magnitude [Fig. 6(b)].
Variation of IB] on a Hux surface, presented in Fig. 7,
stresses the same features. Near the magnetic axis [Fig. 7(c)]
the 17=6 harmonics are strongest. By constrast, for the last
close fIux surface, p=pnlax [Fig. 7(a)], there is weak dependence of (B] on the toroidal angle (similar to that in a tokamak) on the high field side of the flux surface (where 0.3<8/
2~(0.7).
It is interesting to note that at the outboard
(stellarator) parts of flux surfaces (where (Ki)/2rr<0.2.
or
0.8-C19/2n<l)
the jB/ contours are well represented by
straight lines with definite slope. This feature correspondsto
the so-called helically symmetric stellaratnr configuration,
3058
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normally featuring good confinement properties.‘“,4234’
Variation of ]B( along field lines is often characterized
also
magnetic
field
modulation:
+B,in). The radial dependenceof
dP)=(R::-~m::;(s,..
77(p)for the device consideredis presentedin Fig. 8(a) by the
dashedcurve. One can seethat 77is a growing function of p.
and ~,,,~~=67%at the outermost flux surface with p=29 cm.
This value of the field modulation, although large. is still less
than that in a typical ST device.
The magnetic configuration of SS is favorable to magnetohydiodynamic (MHD) stability. It possessesa strong
magnetic well, which can be defined through the integral,
U = JdIIB, taken along the field line and averagedover the
flux surface.The averageof the integral (I can be expressed
through the derivative of the enclosedvolume, V, over the
enclosedtoroidal magnetic flux @:” (U)=dVId@.
The magnetic configuration is favorable to MHD stability if (U) decreaseswith the average minor radius, p. The relative deepness of the magnetic well can be delined as
W(p)= I -(U(p))/(U(O))=
I - V’(~IQ))IV’(O),
where
U(O) and V’(0) correspond to the values at the magnetic
axis, and U(p) and V’(@(p))
to the values at the given fIux
surface with the average minor radius, p. Figure S(a) shows
(solid curve) the clependenccof W(p). that correspondsto a
total magnetic well of about CV,==hl%.This is a very high
number,ensurinpthe good stability propertiesof the SS configuration.
Paul E. Moroz
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flux surfaces:

(a)

Rotational transform behavior in SS is very different
from that in a typical stellarator. Figure 8(b) shows the radial
dependence of the rotational transform, ~=l/q, q being the
safety factor, for the device shown in Fig. 1 . As one can see,
the total rotational transform, L (solid curve), is a decreasing
function of p, which is typical for tokamaks and is very rare
in stellarators. In SS, the local L changes significantly in the
poloidal direction: it is relatively large [dashed curve in Fig.
8(b), showing increasing ~~~with p] on the external (outboard) halves of the flux surfaces, which are closer to the
inclined parts of the TF coils, and small on the internal (inboard) halves of the flux surfaces (dotted curve, for en). The
relation between the total L and its external, Lag, and internal,
en, components can be expressed as: 2/~==1/~~,+1/q~.
The
relatively large value of the local outboard rotational transform Lo. and the corresponding shear are of importance for
good plasma stability properties in SS.45
Addition of the finite plasma pressure and/or plasma current changes the magnetic flux surface configuration significantly. To study the three-dimensional equilibria in SS, including cases with the plasma current (,which is also threedimensional), we have used the VMEC code33-35 running in
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the free boundary mode. It is very important to usethis mode
of computation because the plasma boundary shape and
plasma location depend significantly on the plasma current
and/or plasmap.
Normally, with increaseof the plasma/3, an additional
vertical magnetic field is required for plasma equilibria. In
our calculations, the sameset of four PF coils, usedfor obtaining the vacuum flux surfaces,was alsousedfor obtaining
the finite p equilibria (or equilibria with the plasmacurrent).
The currents of the PF coils, however, were different from
that for the vacuum case.An example of the currentlesscase
with ((@)=l% (double brackets, (( )), mean volume averaging) is given in Fig. 9. One can seethat the plasmabecame
much more vertically elongated.This feature becomesmore
and more profound with the increaseof j3, thus setting a p
limit on plasmapressurefor the currentlesscase.
It is worth mentioning, however, that consideration of
the currentlessregimesin SS for high ,6 casesis not realistic.
The strong bootstrap current appearsin SS at high p (see
Sec. V), thus converting SS into a device with plasmacurrent.
IV. HIGH-P

REGIMES

WITH PLASMA

CURRENT

During analysis of the SS configuration considered, it
was found that its properties improve with the addition of
Paul E. Moroz
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FIG. 8. Radial dependence of a few important
parameters
in SS for a
vacuum case; (a) the magnetic well, W, and the magnetic field variation, 9;
(b) the total rotational transform (solid curve) and its external (dashed), and
internal (dotted) components.

plasma current. This is opposite to the standard stellarator
configuration, where addition of the Ohmic plasma current or
even a small bootstrap current degrades the system, and special efforts are needed to find the configuration with the
smallest bootstrap current possible (see, for example, Refs.
46 and 47).
To demonstrate the high p equilibrium properties of the
SS system considered, we present results for a high pressure
plasma. The plasma density and electron and ion temperature
profiles were suggested to be parabolic: n,(p)ln,(O)
= T,(p)IT,(O)
= Ti(p)lTi(0)
= 1 - (~I~l~~)‘.Theplasma
current of I,=200 kA was Rowing in the direction such that
the Ohmic rotational transform and vacuum rotational transform add constructively. The current density profile was chosen to be parabolic as well. One can see that the plasma
shape for the case with the plasma current is very different
from the currentless case presented above. The total rotational transform has changed as well. It has increased to
~(0)=0.74 at the axis and ~(~~~~)=0.25 at the plasma edge.
The case, presented in Fig. 10, corresponds to the high-p
plasma equilibrium, with the central value of p(O)
=33% ((@))-9%).
It is important to note that this very
high value of p is not a limit for SS. We did not try to find
the maximum or limiting p for equilibrium. However. the
case presented shows clearly that very high p can be reached
in the SS systems.
It should be mentioned also, that a strong magnetic well
(W,-70%)
exists in the high p case of Fig. 10. This is a very
favorable situation for good plasma stability.
Previous analysis of @ limits, made for the low aspect
ratio stellarators (see, for example, Ref. 18), shows that they
are defined by the MHD equilibrium and not stability. Hence,
3060
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0.7
km
FIG. 9. Currentless equilibrium
in SS calculated by the VMEC code (in its
free-boundary
mode) for the case of ((B))= 1’70. Different cross-sections are
shown: (a) ~‘0, (b) cp=~/2N, (c) cp=vr/N.

it is likely, that the high equilibrium-P regimes found for SS,
will be really accessible. Still, more detailed calculations regarding the plasma stability at high p are necessary to fully
confirm this conclusion for SS.
One more advantage of adding the plasma current to the
system is, that the plasma with current can be easily moved
horizontally by changing the vertical magnetic field (by
changing the currents in the PF coils). As a particular case,
the typical plasma configuration for the ST device touching
the central stack can be obtained simply by increasing the
vertical magnetic field. Our calculations show, however, that
the stellarator features decrease substantially with the plasma
moving closer to the central stack. The plasma becomes almost toroidally symmetric and the total rotational transform
decreases by the value approaching the vacuum rotational
transform.
That means that SS can be operated in the regimes similar to that in ST. Normally, SS can be operated with the
smaller plasma currents than the corresponding ST, still. SS
might have similar relational transform (or the safety factor)
as the corresponding ST. If the plasma current needs to be
driven externally. then one can save signiticantly on the rePaul E. Moroz
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quired auxiliary current drive systems necessary for continuous operation of the device.
The SS with plasma current, has a wide flexibility of
changing the plasma configuration from one having strong
stellarator features to the other, typical for the toroidally
symmetric ST device.

BOOTSTRAP

CURRENT

IN SS

The bootstrapcurrent4* in tokamaksrepresentsa powerful mechanismof the passive current drive by the plasma
pressuregradient. The principal possibility of a steady-state
tokamak relies on a substantialportion of the bootstrap current. Still in a tokamak, the bootstrap current cannot drive
the full plasmacurrent, and significant auxiliary current drive
by neutral beam injection or radio-frequency waves is necessary.
In contrast to that, in stellarators, the bootstrap current
appearsby itself and doesnot need any seedcurrent. It also
can be positive or negative. However, usually the bootstrap
current in stellaratorscausesmany problemsby changingthe
rotational transform profile with the increaseof plasmapressure. As a result, many efforts have been made (see, for
Vol. 3, No. 8, August
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FIG. 10. Magnetic flux surfaces for the high-p plasma @(0)=33%)
in SS
with the plasma current of 200 kA; (a) q=O, (b) cp=r/2N,
(c) cp=rr/N.
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FIG. 11. Equilibrium
in SS for the same high-p plasma as presented in Fig.
9 but for the case with the hollow current profile produced by the bootstrap
effect alone: (a) cp=O, (b) cp=?r/2N, (c) cp=?r/N.

example, Refs. 46 and 47) to searchfor the stellarator configurations with substantially minimized bootstrap current.
For the SSdevices consideredat high 0, our calculations
show rather significant bootstrap current flowing in such a
direction that the current rotational transform enhancesthe
vacuum rotational transform. Strong bootstrap current, I,, ,
is advantageousfor SS and improves the whole concept.
Our calculationsof the bootstrap current in SS are based
on a few codes written at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory: the VMEC code mentioned above and usedfor the 3-D
equilibrium calculations;the code converting VMEC resultsto
Boozer coordinates; and the BOOTSJ code”9-5’ for the bootstrap current calculations.Final resultsfor the bootstrap current are used then as input data for the VMEC code for the
next iteration. The codesare modified to work successively
one after another and special stepsare taken to improve the
convergenceprocess.Details of suchcalculationsrepresenta
subject for a separatepaper and will be discussedelsewhere.
Somewhat similar calculations for the LHD stellarator were
carried out in Ref. 52. Here, we show just a few results,
obtained for the SS device with the sameparametersasconsideredabove.
Figure 11 showsthe final plasmaequilibrium with the
Paul E. Moroz
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It is found that the plasmacurrent flowing in the direction such that its rotational transform addsconstructively to
the stellarator rotational transform, produced by the inclined
parts of the TF coils, makesthe following positive changes
to the configuration.

a) 0.4/-

(8
(ii)
(iii)

b) I

(iv)
(v)

=!

0.2.

FIG. 12. A few important characteristics
of the high-/3 equilibrium
in SS
corresponding
to Fig. li; (a) radial variation of the total rotational transform. (b) fraction of trapped (solid curve) and passing (dashed) particles, (c)
the bootstrap current density profile.

bootstrap current, found for the sameparabolic profiles of
plasmadensity and temperature, and almostthe samehigh p
values of the plasma,as in the previous caseof Fig. 10. The
plasmacurrent profile is, however, substantiallydifferent and
is defined fully by the bootstrap current alone.
The total rotational transform, L, is presented in Fig.
12(a). The fraction of trapped, Ftrap, and passing,Fpass
, particles important for the bootstrap current calculations, is
given in Fig. 12(b), while the bootstrap current density is
shown in Fig. 12(c). The total bootstrap current was found to
be 170 kA. Three curves in Fig. 12(c), close to each other,
demonstratethe convergence process; they show results of
the last two iterations and the intermediate curve chosen as
the final result. The relative error for the calculated profile is
lessthan 1%. The radial variable, s, representsthe normalized enclosedtoroidal flux: s =a/@,,,, .
VI. DISCUSSION

AND CONCLUSIONS

A recently proposed3’-“’ novel configuration of a spherical stellarator (SS) is further analyzed in this paper to present
the effects of the plasmacurrent on the magnetic field structure and equilibrium properties.
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total rotational transform increases in comparison
with the currentlesscase;
horizontal plasma position can be effectively controlled by the currents in the PF coils;
magnetic axis location can be effectively controlled to
produce more symmetric positioning;
very high-p equilibria [p(O)>30%] exist (the limiting
p is likely to be even larger);
the strong magnetic well (70% for the case considered) exists in the SS configuration with the high 0
and plasmacurrent. This should improve the plasma
stability properties.

Thesepositive resultsof the plasmacurrent effects are in
strong constract to what have been found for standardstellarator systems,where addition of the Ohmic plasmacurrent
or even a small bootstrap current degradesthe system, and
special efforts are neededto find the configuration with the
smallestplasmacurrent possible.
The SS system consideredthus can be effectively operated with plasmacurrent. In the casewhere the plasmacurrent is provided by the Ohmic current transformer, one will
have a hybrid stellarator-tokamakdevice; that can, probably,
also be called a “Spherical Tokamak with Twisted Coils”
(STTC). This hybrid device might have a number of advantagesover the standardST. The plasmadischargein STTC
can be started in the pure stellarator regime without plasma
current. Then, when the relatively denseand hot plasmais
obtained via the auxiliary heating methods,the plasmacurrent can be effectively induced by the Ohmic current transformer. Then the plasmacan be moved inside closer to the
central stack by changingthe currents in the PF coils to form
the standardvery low aspectratio configuration of a spherical tokamak. This method of plasmastart-up might save significant magnetic flux which is usually very limited in ST
becauseof lack of spacefor the large Ohmic current transformer.
Other alternatives for supplying the plasmacurrent in SS
can be the plasmacurrent via the standardexternal current
drive (via neutral beam injection or rf current drive) or via
the bootstrap current effects. In that case, SS has a lot of
advantagesover ST becauseit doesnot need asmuch current
to drive as a ST. Also in that case, SS does not need the
Ohmic current transformer,and can be operatedcontinuously
in the regime with the plasmacurrent.
In this paper,it is shown alsothat the bootstrapcurrent is
rather significant in SS at high p and is flowing in such a
direction that the current rotational transform enhancesthe
vacuum rotational transform. Availability of the bootstrap
current enhancesthe whole SS concept. Considerationof the
currentless regimes in SS is thus irrelevant to the high p
plasmas.A particular example is presentedin this paper to
demonstratethat the high p equilibrium exists with the full
plasmacurrent produced by the bootstrap effect alone.
Paul E. Moroz

A relatively small SS device has been considered in the
numerical examples presented in this paper. Such a device is
probably relevant to the first university-scale
proof-ofprinciple experiment. Plasma confinement characteristics
cannot be very good in such a relatively small device. This
fact will set a limit on the accessible /? values. Still, the main
stellarator characteristics of SS and first experience on the
following questions important for this concept can be obtained: plasma start-up in SS, position control, divertor operation, effects of the Ohmic plasma current, and transition
between the stellarator regimes, when the plasma is located
near the inclined parts of the coils, and the ST regimes, when
the plasma position is very close to the central stack. First
experimental information on the effects of the stellarator
characteristics on the operation of SS with the plasma current
will be valuable as well. Because the plasma current is important for the whole SS concept, and the current cannot be
fully supported by the bootstrap effect alone in a relatively
small device, the Ohmic current transformer has to be a part
of such an initial experiment.
Our future work will include the analysis of the plasma
transport characteristics in SS. This will let us define the
critical size of the device necessary for obtaining the high-/3
plasma with the full plasma current produced by the bootstrap effect alone at the reasonable input power levels required for plasma heating. The second step in the experimental program on SS might be, then, construction of a relatively
large device where the bootstrap effect alone can support the
high-p operation. Such a large device can be designed to
operate in steady-state without using the Ohmic current
transformer.
Transfer of the results described in this paper to the
larger device is straightforward.
One just has to take into
account the following scaling laws, partially discussed in
Ref. 36. If the size of all current carrying elements is increased by the same factor, C, then the flux surface geometry
and location of flux surfaces relative to the coils will be
similar. To keep the same value of the magnetic field, however, will require the increase of all currents by the same
factor, C. The similar plasma density and temperature profiles and the same central values will then produce similar ,f3
profiles. The total bootstrap current will increase by the same
factor, C, thus the ratio of the bootstrap current to the current
in the coil elements will stay the same.
The analysis of SS configurations made so far shows
many unusual features and clear indications of many possible advantages of SS over the other “standard” configurations for magnetic plasma confinement. Further studies of SS
are in progress.
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